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Austin's Map 1822  
Note: Again the square indicating the battle field are just east of the road.
Note: All words southwest of Bexar including Toledo defeated are up side down indicating he is orientating his map in the direction he is traveling

– he illustrates perfectly well the location of the battle site is before the cortoba which connects to Lower Presidio Road to New Laredo Road. 
Note: Austin does not include confluence of Leon Creek and Medina River.



Compare
Same - Austin 1822 Map
Austin marks out lower Presidio Rd and indicate with
a series of dots that the final section of road is no
longer a primary road or no longer in use.
Seguin comments that the upper section of road is all but
abandoned by 1800.  

Austin marks out that the original cortoba
which Is now the primary section of road
which connects too the New Laredo Rd. 
Note: the odd angle at which he connects the
Cortoba to Laredo Rd.

San Antonio River
And 
Medina River
Majority of Bexar location marked
South of San Antonio River. 

New Laredo Road
If the battle is not on 
east side of the road 
then the sign which marked
its location for years was.



Austin's Map 1835 – More proportionately correct than the 1822 map.
Note: Austin uses dot dash line to mark boundary of colonies in this case McMullen McGlones Colony Grant.
Which (in my opinion) is placed in the middle of the encinal. The gallinas creek water shed reaches its
furthest north point in this area (see part 7 analysis of water sheds). 
Note: Cross sabers are used to mark the battle field are north of the dash dot line indicating the battle was at the northern
most part of the encinal. 
Note: The cross sabers are just east of the road (hopeful). He does the same with Bexar location and Toledo defeated on 1822 map.
Note: Laredo road does not cross near the confluence of the Leon Creek and Medina but just west indicting Lasoya crossing instead.
He is using the Lasoya crossing at least on this map. 
Black lines indicates (my opinion) approximate Bexar and Atascosa /Wilson County. Bexar county is  turned slightly on its side.



Compare to previous map.
I understand that a 1835 hand drawn map is not comparable to a modern topographical map in actual linear distances but I’m trying to hammer
out an interpretation of Austin's spas ail understanding of the land he is traveling over. Example: he marks out the upper arm (tributary) of the 
Atascosa River in the previous map (yellow circle) and this map (purple circle) between (to him) the Lower Presidio RD and the Loredo RD (red 
and pink lines). 
He understands that there are two rivers – Atascosa and medina fed by a system of many smaller tributaries. He understands that these two
water sheds are  separated by an obstacle –a hilly sandy encinial – and he understands that the Battle of Medina happened on the northern part
of this hill system.
He is using the Lasoya crossing. And Leal Cortoba (cut thru – short cut) The red line on the right is lade on top of this cut thru. 
Black line indicates Bexar and Atascosa /Wilson County. 

The top dotted red line marks the divide between the Medina / Blanco creek and Losoya creek water sheds (green pink) and the Atascosa / 
Galvan creek and Gaines creek water sheds (Blue light blue).
The bottom dotted line marks the approximate center of the sandy hills of the encinial.
I believe that the center of the water sheds and the center of the encinial were the same thing to Austin.
If you were to throw Austins cross sabers down on this map and add in the Loredo Rd (Pink line) to the Losoya cortoba (right red line) plus 
keeping both dotted lines(water sheds divide and center of encinial) I believe it would look something like this. Four possibilities within a very 
close proximity of each other. Austin heading south would see the location on the left side of the road just as he began to enter the encinial - as  
he first recorded the location of the battle in 1822 heading south to Mexico on the Laredo road. 


